Park Ranger 2150

Suction sweeper
The Nilfisk Outdoor suction sweeper unit is the most effective choice for the maintenance sweeping on footpaths, pavements, car parks, stairwells etc. The sweeper
unit features a fibreglass high tip hopper and a rotation cast fresh water tank. It
is a robust and compact machine with low noise operation. Hopper discharge follows directly from the driver´s seat.
The dust is fully under control with the Nilfisk Outdoor suction
sweeper unit. Two spray jets mounted on the front brushes dampen
the sweeping area and thereby bind the dust. The hopper features an
innovative filter system binding even the smallest dust particles inside
the hopper.
The spiral brush almost feeds the swept material into the suction hose, which
allows all sweepings a problem free passing to the hopper.
With the Park Ranger 2150 the changeover from one attachment to
another is done in less than 4 minutes - no tools required!
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Technical data
Suction sweeper
Dimensions
Attached:
Length
Width
Height without cab
Height with cab
Height with remote vac hose

2.900 mm
1.200 mm
1.850 mm
1.935 mm
2.200 mm

Storage dimensions:
Length
Width
Height

1.350 mm
1.010 mm
1.920 mm

Park Ranger 2150

2.900 mm

1.200 mm

Special features
Dust control: the hopper features an integrated self-cleaning filter system
to prevent dust emissions.
Vacuum - the material that the machine sweeps up does not come into
contact with the turbine.
Special vacuum nozzle with spiral brush.
Adjustable speed of the front brushes is standard.
Nose wheel for height regulation of the front brushes - excellent sweeping
result and minimal brush wear.
Frame to assist fitting and removal of the hopper supplied.
Extra equipment
External vacuum hose: the external vacuum hose is ideal for cleaning
hard-to-reach places such as between parked bicycles or in stairwells. The
6-metre-long hose is stored on top of the hopper and is always ready to
use.
Third side brush: Extends the sweeping width to 1.660 mm. This brush
is operated hydraulically, which makes it perfect for sweeping right up to
house walls or under benches, for example.
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Technical data:
Weight - hopper
135 kg
Weight - front brushes
50 kg
Weight - container frame
30 kg
Max. weight in hopper
300 kg
Hopper volume
450 l
Water tank volume
100 l
Clearing width with two brushes 1.200 mm
Clearing width with three brushes 1.660 mm
Air speed
140 km/h
Airflow
2.500 m3/h
Turbine diameter
500 mm
Tipping height
1.300 mm
Ground clearance
below vacuum nozzle
55 mm
Ground clearance below brushes
140 mm
Sound levels according to
EU directive 2000/14
LwA 107 dB(A)
CE certified according to EU Directive
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